How to apply

Submit the information listed below. If corresponding via email, please do so using a personal email account rather than your school district account. A written response will be mailed to you indicating acceptance status along with course registration information. You do not need to apply for admission to UW-Stevens Point for acceptance into this program. There is no cost to apply.

Send the following information

- Letter of intent
- Copy of transcripts
- Copy of current teaching license
- Contact information including email

Send to

Dr. Nikki Logan
UW-Stevens Point
School of Education
715-346-2563
nlogan@uwsp.edu
Fax: 715-346-4655

For additional information, please contact

Dr. Nikki Logan
UW-Stevens Point
School of Education
715-346-2563
nlogan@uwsp.edu
www.uwsp.edu/education

The University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution.
Program Overview

If you have your ID, CD, EBD and/or LD license, you can obtain your Add-On License in Cross Categorical Special Education.

If you obtained your first ID/CD, EBD and/or LD license through UW-Stevens Point between September 2004 and December 2010:
- Complete ED 790 course with subtitle: “Cross Categorical in Special Education Add-On Licensure” (this will include your portfolio).
- Wisconsin Foundation of Reading Test.

If you obtained your first ID/CD, EBD and/or LD license through UW-Stevens Point prior to September 2004:
- Praxis II #0146 (Middle School Content Knowledge—need score of 146 or higher).
- Wisconsin Foundation of Reading Test.
- Documentation from a district administrator stating you have practiced special education since 1997 and you were successful with students with disabilities.
- Complete ED 790 course with subtitle: “Cross Categorical in Special Education Add-On Licensure” (this will include your portfolio).

If you obtained your first ID/CD, EBD and/or LD license through a non-UWSP school:
- Praxis II #0146 (Middle School Content Knowledge—need score of 146 or higher).
- Wisconsin Foundation of Reading Test.
- Transcript evaluation for our EBD, LD &/or CD program (additional coursework may be required).
- Complete ED 790 course with subtitle: “Cross Categorical in Special Education Add-On Licensure” (this will include your portfolio).
- Documentation from a district administrator stating you have practiced special education since 1997 and you were successful with students with disabilities.
- OR
- Letter from your initial license institution that says you were successful in your student teaching AND proof you have been successfully working with students with disabilities since 1997.

Courses

ED 790 “Cross Categorical in Special Education Add-On Licensure”

Students will read and reflect on seminal articles related to current topics in cross categorical special education. They will also complete two lesson plan projects demonstrating their competence for planning instruction and intervention for three disability categories as well as demonstrating their understanding of the difference between the needs of the three different categories.